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 How wonderful would be if everything we need and want is just a hand away. 
Life would be so easy with high technology we have nowadays. And as time goes by, 
more things are invented for human. But looking back our life before it was so simple 
and peaceful. As I read old books about our ways of life before and hearing my 
grandmother tells stories of their lives before, it was totally different. What if technology 
was never created? What is our world right now? 
 
 Our world offers us what we need from frond, shelter, and clothes. As human me 
will never be contented of what we have we always think of how we can make our life 
easier and comfortable that we forget one thing that is more important. Our mother Earth 
is always there for us. With too much eagerness of man to build new things we tend to 
forget how is our mother Earth.  
 
 It is never odd to think for daily high technology and globalization. It is good for 
our economy and for our daily activities all day. However, when can we say too much is 
enough? 
 
 Our eyes not close to see what is happening around us today. The problem of our 
society is in our environment. Air pollution, water pollution, deforestation, global 
warming, the effects of El Nino and La Nina so disappointing that people suffer because 
of ourselves still if we can have discipline in us maybe we can avoid disasters and 
troubles that we encounter less people suffering from floods, drought, soil erosion, land 
slides and deforestations. 
 
 As a 14-year old student, I wonder if I can make a difference. How will shout to 
the world that our mother Earth is suffering it is so hard to blame people why disasters 
are happening we may only aim is for betterment and advancement of things around us. 
But we should also be reminded that we are abusing our home that we live, our mother 
Earth. 
 
 Our mother Earth is never selfish or arrogant of what she/he can offer to humans. 
What we need is all around us. But because of great powers, knowledge and capabilities 
that we tent to over use them abused the kindness our world offer just like Spiderman 
said “ Great powers comes great responsibilities “. We should be responsible for every 
action we do. 
 
 If we cut trees we should also learn to plant another one not just for next 
generation but for our mother Earth too. Throwing of garbage in the right place is so 



simple but so hard to be done by others simple deeds and acts of kindness for mother 
Earth is appreciated. 
 


